
POWERED PARAGLIDING FRAME

MANUAL

Dear fellow pilot, we designed Rebel PPG frame with great 
love and passion. With decades of PG and PPG 
experience, knowledge of physics, materials expertise and 
latest CAD/CAM software, we were able to  create a frame 
to be rigid, light, low profile, easy to assemble. 
We wish you happy hours flying and great adventures!

Miro Arsov

 

TRANSPORTING THE UNIT

Do not transport the unit assembled at the end 
of the trailer. The the bumping forces will 
destroy the stand and significantly shortens 
the rubber mounts life.
Best way to transport the unis is horisontaly.

! IMPORTANT

If you need to change the rubber engine mounts, 
use Locktite or equvalent threadlocker.

For M8 bolts use 28 N/m torque.

Be sure to route the fuel line and wiring
taking into account the vibrations and temperature. 
Use UV resistant cable ties.

1. Main body
2. Stand N: R2Stand_1400
3. Swing arms with D-shackles
4. Left lower hoop section N: R2S_1400_HLL
5. Left upper  hoop section N: R2S_1400_HLU

9. Top strut N: R2S_1400_TS
10. Right strut N: R2s_1400_RS

8. Left strut N: R2S_1400_RS

12. Pull start pulley N: R2S_1400_PSP

15. Fuel tank outlet with submirsible fuel filter

7. Right lower hoop section N: R2S_1400_HRL

16. Snap-on netting N: R2s_1400_netting

14. Engine adapter plates

NOTE: You can order parts using this drawing.

6. Right upper  hoop section N: R2S_1400_HRU

11. Inner hoop tensioner N: R2S_1400_IHT

13. Fuel cap with breather N: R2S_FCap

FRAME PARTS

HARNESS INSTALATION

Any universal harness can be used. 
Attaching the harness:
1. Upper straps go to the handle. Tighten all the 
straps as much as possible to minimize the frame
play;
2. Back straps must be attached to the stand as 
is on the picture below;
3. Shoulder straps lower ends must be attached
to the lower stand tube as is in the picture below;

1. The frame angle must be about 6 deg to the 
vertical. 
This is done by attaching the karabiner brides to 
the swing arms with d-shackles.
Swing arms holes closer to the unit back are for 
low weighted pilots.
2. Front/legs attachment points must be attached
to the swing arms holes at the far side securing
 in flight legs comfort.
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INTRODUCTION

Evo Aviation Ltd. Rebel powered paragliding frame is made 
out of aircraft grade aluminum and stainless steel chassiss. 
She conforms aircraft implemented physics and aircraft 
assembly standards. We designed the frame to be low
profile for traveling and storage and easy to change any part. 
Minor on field repair. The assembly of the frame requires no 
special tooling.
The fuel tank is designed to provide lumbal support during 
the flight as well as vibrations canceling pad. 
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ENGINE MOUNTING

Each frame comes with predefined engine adapter
plates, fasteners, spacers if required, fuel lines, 
filter and a P-bracket to route the throttle cable.

4. Fuel lines

MAINTENANCE

Check every 10 hrs the following:

2. Outer tensioning cord integrity
3. Engine mounts

1. Back plates bolts 

ATTACHING THE HARNESS
 TO THE SWING ARMS

! A GROUND HANG TEST IS A MUST
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3. Lateral strap between the karabiners must be in 
full loose position in order to prevent the excess 
loading on the swing arms in that direction;
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should be near to your chest as is shown

Make sure to properly adjust the harness, 
tightening shoulders to frame strap shown 
with .3
The trust line i.e.  propeller rotation axis

on the picture below. A ground hang test is
highly recommended.

1. Place the tank horizontaly in the car trunk 
for example with a free space bellow the lower 
part of the tank. Insert the unit stand. Be sure 
spring buttons pop up.

2. Put the struts in to position. Left/right with 
holes up. Be sure spring buttons pop up.

3. Install left and right lower hoop segments. 
Be sure spring buttons pop up.

4. Install upper left hoop segment and connect 
it to the struts. Be sure spring buttons pop up 
by moving the segment front/rear. Same with 
the right hoop segment. Connect the top 
segments and than to the strut. Again slighly 
swing the strut and/or segments to pop up the 
button.

5. Install the netting by putting it freely ot the 
hoop and start from lower left or right side.
After the netting is snapped on lock the inner 
cord as is on the picture below. 

FRAME ASSEMBLY

Restrain points
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